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FOREO spreads holiday cheer with its
Christmas edition set

Featuring the coveted LUNA Mini 3 in a limited-edition shade of blue and the FOREO Micro Foam
Cleanser, the holiday set promises a perfect fit and beauty complexion

A gift any loved one will appreciate, FOREO is releasing its latest Christmas edition set designed to be
the perfect present for family or friends. The exclusive set, which features the coveted LUNA Mini 3 in
a limited-edition shade of blue and the FOREO Micro Foam Cleanser, is bound to spread Christmas
cheer for skincare enthusiasts with its merry packaging.

FOREO fanatics are sure to be on standby for its annual holiday set. The travel retail exclusive
package proves to be an annual best-seller for the company and with this year’s offering, the teams
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says history will be repeating itself.

Designed for those on-the-go, the tech-based travel retail exclusive package is available throughout
Asia in retailers including CDFG Duty Free in Sanya

The LUNA Mini 3 is the perfect gift for the girl who’s always on-the-go. Tech-savvy, the device is app-
operated and proves to be a piece of innovative beauty tech that fits in perfectly alongside any smart
watch or gadget. Featuring Glow Boost mode for a 30-second power cleanse, the small, but mighty
tool provides the gift of impeccable skincare packaged in an impossibly cute silhouette. Paired with
the multi-functional Micro-Foam Cleanser, the duo promises a flawless complexion just in time to
celebrate the new year.

The Christmas sets are now available throughout Asia in retailers such as CDFG Duty Free in Sanya,
The Shilla and Hyundai Duty-Free in Seoul, Duty Free Americas (DFA) in Macau and most Sephora
stores in Asia and SEA. The set is priced at USD $159 for Duty Free.


